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Abstract
MCQ are used more often to assess students of different educational fields for their objectivity. Making a fair analysis of students
performance can be a challenging job. Item analysis of MCQ`s is one of the suggested method for analysis. 60 MCQS were randomly
selected which were given to 1st M.B.B.S. students in term and prelim exam. Item analysis was done by calculating difficulty index [DIF]
and Discrimination index [DI]. In the result we concluded that out of 60, 9MCQS were in very difficult value, 28 in easy and 22 in
acceptable. 16 MCQS were in 0.2 discrimination and 46 were in less than .2 discrimination index. So these MCQ`s were fairly distributed
in nature.
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Introduction
Any academic course is incomplete without assessment.
Assessment is an essential part of learning.1 Multiple choice
questions [MCQs] is the most commonly used method for
assessing the knowledge capability of a student.1 Often
poorly constructed MCQs do not fulfill the requirement of
an assessment. A quality assessment of MCQs is known as
Item Analysis. Item analysis is especially valuable in
improving items which will be used again in later in tests. It
can also be used to eliminate misleading items.2
Constructing a high quality MCQs can be difficult and time
consuming.2 MCQs are popular due to their high objectivity
and ability to assess large content in short time. They can
assess cognitive and psychomotor domain. Assessment by
MCQs is the main mode of evaluation in our institution. The
MCQs are ‘single best response’ type with 4 options. THE
MCQs had 3 components the stem, key and the distractor.
Difficulty index,[p] and discrimination index are parameters
used to assess the standard of MCQs.3 An additional
analysis that is reported is the distractor analysis. The
distractor analysis provides a measure of how well each
incorrect answer contributes to the quality of the MCQ. Item
difficulty is the percentage of students taking the test who
answered the item correctly. The higher difficulty index, the
easier item understood to be. It has a great effect on test
scores and discrimination among different group of
examinees. An item that everyone gets incorrect or gets
correct will have discrimination index[DI] =0.4
Aims and Objectives
1. Is to perform an item analysis of MCQ’s for testing
their validity as assessment tools.
2. To carry out a post validation item analysis of MCQ’s
of 1st MBBS students in biochemistry in order to
evaluate correlation between item difficulty, item
discrimination so as to determine whether question
should be included or discarded.

Materials and Methods
Study was performed in Dept. Of biochemistry at NKP
SIMS and Research centre Nagpur. Total 60 MCQS were
analysed between June to Nov 2018.The students were
listed in decreasing order of marks obtained in respective
exam. Before the exams the students were given a fair idea
of the exam. Students were divided into high achievers and
low achievers. The students who acquired 7 and more marks
were included in high achievers or upper group and below 7
were included in low achievers or lower group. The students
tick options a, b,c,d were counted in each group. Based on
answers marked by students discrimination index, difficulty
index was calculated using standard formula. Difficulty
index was calculated by the formula P = (H+L/N)x100
where H is the number of students in upper group correctly
answering the item and L is the number of students in lower
group correctly answering the item and N is to total number
of students. It is expressed in percentage. Difficulty index
was interpretated as follows-30 to 70% acceptable, above
70% easy, below 30%-very difficult. Discrimination Index
was calculated by the formula DI =2x[(H-L/N)]H=number
of correct responses in upper group.5 L=Number of correct
responses in lower group, N=Total number of response in
both groups. Discrimination index was interpretated as
follows >.21-.24is acceptable, =<.20 is poor. l. Statistical
analysis was performed. All data was expressed as
mean+SD.5
Result
9 MCQS were included in very difficult. 28 MCQS were
included in very easy and 22 in acceptable.
16 MCQS were in 0.2 discrimination index and 46 were less
than .2 discrimination index.
Table 1: Difficulty Index of MCQ`s
Very difficult
Acceptable
Less than 30%
30 _ 70%
9
22
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Very easy
Above 70%
28

88
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The problem with this type of difficulty index is it does not
indicate whether the item is difficult or easy

pools of all subjects must be critically analysed for quality
assessment.

Table 2: Discrimination Indexof MCQ`s
More than 0.2
Less Than 0.2
16
46

Limitations
In present study item analysis of only two test was done .A
study may be carried out involving teachers who framed
MCQs of subject interacting with them the data on one test,
improving their items in next test, comparing the data of
next test with previous. Feed back from the teachers can be
taken along with their experience and improving of the
items can be planned. Such a study will evaluate the impact
on expected key area from previous test and on different
batch of students.

Discussion
Generally speaking item analysis statistics help us to decide
which item to keep and which to discard.
In our study, more students in the high achiever group
got the item correct than the low achiever group.
DI of an item is its ability to find the difference
between students of higher and lower abilities. Here the
question can be too easy[[attempted correctly by all] or
[done wrongly by all]and it will have nil topoor DI. value of
DI ranges from 0to 1. In such cases students of lower ability
answer questions correctly than students of higher abilities
items with DI are useless and they decrease the validity of
the test. Negative DI can be due to wrong key or poor
preparation of students. The results of our study is
comparable to findings of the study done by Dr. Vrunda
Kolte.6
Thus when an item is carefully developed by
experienced teachers to suit a particular group of students a
much higher percentage of items will be found to be
working
Item analysis is very important for it increases in MCQ
validity in any subject for the students. MCQS with average
difficult index and high discrimination power should be
incorporated. An ideal item is which has average difficulty
[1 to 31] and high discrimination. Items analysed in the
study were neither too easy nor too difficult.
Conclusion
It is a simple technique but valuable. It can help to develop a
valid Question bank with categorisation. Assessment of
MCQs by these indices highlights the importance of
assessment tools which benefits student and teacher. MCQ
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